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ABSTRACT-In a bearing manufacturing 

industry, which despite of being equipped 

with fully automatic machineries carries 

out its packing process manually, our 

team was assigned to design a machine 

that would fold boxes and load them with 

Bearings in order to improve and 

automate the packing procedure hence 

reducing the cost of operation. With very 

few pre-existing designs for automated 

packaging/loading devices, we essentially 

had to come up with a design from 

scratch. To make our machine as simple 

as possible, we decided to make it 

primarily with pneumatic actuators 

controlled by PLCs. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Industry Automation becomes the 

global trend in manufacturing, packing 

process is one of the most used in industry. 

More and more company are switching to 

automation. This project is devoted to the 

use of automatic packing of bearings. This 

project report is about design an automatic 

packing system using low cost automation. 

The company would like to increase 

the speed of packaging and decrease its cost 

as much as possible. 

               For the companies requirement 

we proposed a new” Design of Bearing 

Packaging Machine” (Packing 

Automation). 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Shashank Lagniappe M carried out 

an experiment based on automatic packing 

machine which can automatically pack 

various sized products by using various 

sensors like inductive, Capacitive, 

Photoelectric sensors for detecting the 

presence of particles and also indirectly 

sense many other variables [1]. Liu Wen 

from Huazhong University conducted an 

experimental study where most likely mode 

of failure for all stages of machine depends 

on material selection[2].Cortés Mora of 

University of Skovde carried out a project 

where the main task of this project was to 

automate the packaging of the SANDFLEX 

hack saw blades in SNA Europe. The 

components used were Actuators like 

pneumatic cylinders, sensors, PLC, 

conveyors etc [3]. 

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The main problem with manual 

packaging is that the improper handling of 

finished goods to be packed by the workers. 

In manual packing the productivity of 

packing is very less and there are 

possibilities of human errors. The 

automatic packing machines available in 

the market are extremely expensive and are 

high maintenance and hence will not be 

economical for the company. 

4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Machine is to be composed of 

conventional mechanisms preferably 

pneumatically powered since the industry 

already depends on pneumatic machineries. 

Machine is to open box from initial flat 

position to open position. Machine is to fold 

and interlock bottom box tabs. Machine is 

to neatly load bearings into each box. 

Machine is to fold and close top box tabs. 

Machine is to package boxes of bearings as 

quickly as possible. Machine is to cost less 
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than its performance equal in human 

workers and the packing machines 

available in the market. 

5. PROPOSED DESIGN 

The basic components the packing 

automation setup includes, 

1. Push Plate 1 

2. Push Plate 2 

3. Loading Station 

4. Conveyor System 

5. Base 

6. Support Wedge 

7. Support Wall 

8. Claw 

9. Folding Die 

10. Table and fixtures 

11. Proximity Sensors 

12. Pneumatic Cylinders 

 

Fig 5.1.Packing Machine 

 

6. DESIGN CALCULATION 

For ease of calculation, all the 

designs are based upon the maximum sized 

carton that can be packed with our machine: 

Length=150mm; Width=100mm; 

Height=40mm 

1. Stroke Length of Piston 

Push Plate I Cylinder 

To open the box the piston needs to 

move a distance equal to the height of the 

box. 

Stroke required to transfer the box=Width 

Height=100+40=140mm 

Stroke required to open the 

box=Height=40mm 

Total Stroke required by 

Cylinder=140+40=180mm. 

Standard cylinder: Janatics-A24040200O 

Push Plate II Cylinder 

Standard cylinder: Janatics-A24040200O 

Folding Die Cylinder 

Hence the folding die needs to move 

through a distance equal to the height of the 

box and an additional light of dust flaps. 

Stroke required to do folding and tucking 

of flaps=heigh+Dust flaps 

length=40+20=60mm 

Standard cylinder: Janatics-A24032080O 

Claw Cylinder 

A maximum horizontal stroke of 

40mm is achieved through a vertical stroke 

of 20mm. 

Stroke required for folding of flaps=20mm 

Standard Cylinder: Janatics-A51020025O 

Support Wall Cylinder 

The support wall moves a distance 

of 20mm to provide support in aiding of 

opening of the box. 

Stroke required=20mm 

Standard Cylinder: Janatics-A51020025O 

Support Wedge Cylinder 

The support wedge moves a 

distance of 20mm to provide support in 

aiding of folding of flaps. 

Stroke required=20mm 

Standard Cylinder: Janatics-A51020025O 

2. Piston Force Required 

The piston force required is 

calculated based on the maximum weight of 

bearings that needs to be pushed. 

Maximum weight of one set of 

bearing=50*2=100g 
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No. of sets of bearing in each box=5 sets 

Total mass of bearing=100*5=500g 

Total Weight of Bearings=mg 

=0.5*9.81=4.905N=5N (approx.) 

Force required to push the 

bearing=frictional force due to the weight 

of the bearings =Normal force * 

coefficient of friction=5*0.6=3N 

(Coefficient of friction between cardboard 

and mild steel =0.6) 

3. Folding Die Design  

The folding die needs to be 

redesigned for each carton. It can be 

designed using the below formulas. 

Diameter of Folding died =Height of Box-

Clearance=40-4mm=36mms 

Length of folding die: 

L1=Length of box/2=150/2=75mm 

L2=Length of box/4=150/4=38mm 

L3=Width of box-Clearance=100-4=96mm 

Fig.6.1. Folding Die 

4. Claw Design 

In order to keep the size of the claw 

minimum a cylinder of stroke 20mm was 

chosen. 

Hence the claw angle needs to be such that 

we achieve a horizontal stroke of 40mm for 

a vertical stroke of 20mm. 

It was designed as shown below: 

Initially the claw will be outside the 

cylinder. 

Initially conditions required: 

Claw width, A=Width of box + 

Clearance=100+4=104mm 

Angle, Q=90o 

Length of Claw cylinder, B=Stroke of claw 

cylinder=20mm 

Length of claw, C=A/ (2*sin (Q/2)) 

=140mm 

In order to fold the flaps the claw get 

pushed inside the cylinder. 

Final conditions required: 

Claw width, A= (Width of box + 

Clearance)/2=52mm 

Angle, Q=20o 

Fig.6.2.Claw 

5. Loading Station Dimension 

The loading station is to accommodate 

various unfolded boxes. It is to 

accommodate unfolded boxes of 

dimensional range: 

6.3. Dimensional Range of Unfolded box 

 Length 

(mm) 

Width 

(mm) 

Height 

(mm) 

Maximum 250 140 3 

Minimum 135 70 3 
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In order to accommodate a box of 

150mm*100mm dimension we can adjust 

the loading station as shown below: 

Length of Box, Y=250mm 

Width of Box, X=140mm 

Angle, P=2*sin-1(Y/(X2+Y2)1/2) =120o 

Fig.6.5. Loading Station 

Similarly, the loading station can be 

adjusted to match the box dimension by 

changing the values of X, Y and P. 

7. VARIOUS STAGES OF MACHINE 

For the ease of understanding we have 

split our packing process and the achene 

into 4 stages .They are: 

Stage 1-Carton Opening 

Stage 2-Bottom Flaps Closing 

Stage 3-Insertion of Bearings 

Stage 4-Top Flap Closing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7.1.Stages of Machine 

8. SEQUENCE OF OPERATION 

 
1.The support wall actuates up to facilitate 

the opening of the box. 

2.The push plate 1 pushes the unfolded 

carton against the wall, hence resulting in 

the opening of the box. 

3.The claw mechanism closes and folds the 

side flaps. 

4.The support wedge rises to give support 

to opened carton. 

5.The folding die folds the end flaps on one 

side. 

6.The wedge moves downward and the 

push plate 2 pushes the laminated bearing 

into the carton and retracts back. 

7.The support wall moves down and the 

next cycle of operation begins, while the 

first cycle box gets closed on the other end 

by similar operation as in step 3 & 4. 

8.Finally during the beginning of the 

3rdcycle, the first cycle carton is completely 

closed and pushed into the collecting bin. 

9. PLC PROGRAMMING 

The naming of various 

cylinders is done as shown in below 

diagram: 

 

Fig.9.1.Cylinder representation 
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The table gives the name assigned to each 

cylinder for representation in ladder 

diagram. 

9.2Cylinder representation 

9.3.Pneumatic circuit and Ladder 

diagram 

 

10. CONCLUSION 

This project discusses the automatic 

packing of different sized bearings with the 

aid of pneumatic actuators controlled by 

PLC. The automatic packing machine 

combines pneumatic cylinders which are 

sequenced with the help of various 

proximity sensors and PLC. Our machine is 

aimed at increasing the packing 

productivity and to decrease the human 

errors that may arise by manual packing. 

Our major aim was to use 

conventional and simple design to come up 

with a methodology for automatic packing 

of bearings. We restricted our usage to just 

automation based on pneumatic actuators 

since they are cheaper and easier to 

maintain than servo system based 

automation. Though our team initially set 

out to design and manufacture a prototype 

of the automated packaging machine, we 

quickly found that the time we had in would 

not be sufficient. 

However with our work, we now 

have a solid conceptual design of the 

automated packaging machine and have 

built a strong foundation for further 

development of this project. While time did 

not permit the thorough analysis necessary 

to properly select materials and build the 

prototype, we achieved results in the form 

of an animated CAD model of the entire 

machine and formulated the ladder diagram 

needed for sequencing of the cylinders with 

PLC. 

With continued work on our design 

to increase the speed, thorough analysis of 

the stresses each component experiences, 

and determination of the modes of failure of 

our machine, we could revolutionize the 

loading/packaging industry. Our machine’s 

small size and its ability to complete 

packaging operations of this complexity 

without the assistance of a human are 

unprecedented in the commercial world. 
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Sl.no. Name Cylinder 

1.  A Cylinder actuating 

Push plate 1  

2.  B Cylinder actuating 

Support wall 
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Folding die 1 

5.  E Cylinder actuating 

Push plate 2 

6.  F Cylinder actuating 

Claw 2 

7.  G Cylinder actuating 

Folding die 2 

8.  H Cylinder actuating 

Support Wedge 1 

9.  I Cylinder actuating 

Support Wedge 2 
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